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📚 Transit Review



Companies who want Internet 
access pay IP Transit providers, 
who in turn pay larger providers


If your Transit Provider didn't pay 
a larger Transit Provider, then 
you'd only be able to send traffic 
to their other customers


IP Transit is a commodity product 
charged by the Megabit using 
95% percentile pricing 
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↔ Peering



Settlement Free Peering
Even if you have IP Transit, two companies may want to exchange traffic 
without incurring any transit fees — known as "Settlement Free Peering"


Generally the two parties are equals in some way — they are "peers"

Example: Berkeley and Stanford don't want to both pay their ISPs to transit 
their traffic when they could just peer with one another.



Peering is not Transitive

In this situation, Berkeley and Stanford don't want to be each other's Internet 
Service Provider — Stanford will only advertise its own IP ranges to Berkeley


Not a substitute for Internet Transit — the peering is only a shortcut for  
Stanford <-> Berkeley's traffic to one another



Peering is not Transitive — Only Customer Routes!

From: DrPeering.net



Peering Policies
ISPs generally fall within one of three peering policy categories:


- Open: ISP will peer with almost everyone


- Selective: ISP has specific criteria for peers


- Restrictive: ISP generally does not want to peer with you 


Individual Peering Policies can differ dramatically


- Most ISPs are relatively selective (typically, larger = more selective)


- Hurricane Electric will peer with anyone


- Having the largest number of peers is a marketing win for them


- Content Providers (e.g., Google) have relatively  open peering policies



Convergence
Can you access the full Internet through only settlement-only peering (without 
buying any IP Transit)?  

If you peered with enough networks and ISPs, you theoretically might not need 
to buy IP Transit, but…


- It's difficult to peer with a tremendous number (tens or hundreds of 
thousands) of networks. How will you connect to all of them?


- Large networks won't peer with smaller players 
(little value for them, big value for you)


- Large ("Tier-1") networks have direct customers, so even if a Tier-2 were 
to peer with every other Tier-2, the wouldn't have everything



Tier-1 Network Definition

Tier-1 Provider: a network that 
can access every network on 
the Internet through settlement-
free peering


Tier-1 Networks are so well 
connected that nobody would 
charge them for connectivity


Exclusive Club — Tier 1s have 
little incentive to support new 
Tier 1 networks



Telia Carrier (Tier 1)'s Peering Policies
Telia will consider peering with you if… 


- Peer must be able to exchange traffic in EMEA, AMER, and APAC


- Peer must be able to connect to Telia's backbone network in…


- At least 40 cities in separate metropolitan areas in Europe, 


- At least 35 cities in separate metropolitan areas in North America, 


- At least 3 cities in separate metropolitan areas in Asia Pacific/Oceania


- Peer must be willing to implement a minimum of 18 points of interconnection 


- Each interconnect must be capable of supporting 100 Gbps of Traffic


- Traffic exchanged shall be balanced (inbound:outbound cannot exceed 3:1)


- Peer must have at least 1,500 distinct BGP customers



Interconnection Relationship Review
Peering: 

- Typically settlement free between two "peers"


- Non-transitive – only gain access to that ISP's customers


- Unless you peer with an unattainable number of ISPs, you're not going to 
gain access to the full Internet routing table — not possible in practice


IP Transit: 
- Pay a larger Transit Provider for access to their full routing table

- Your "default" route — any traffic not to a peer goes to Transit Provider


Most ISPs will have both peers and transit providers 





🏢 Physical 
Interconnect



Direct Circuit Peering
Historically, ISPs would directly connect their networks with fiber — known as 
Direct-Circuit Peering


- Typically the two peering ISPs would ask a local provider to provide fiber 
between two POPs (points of presence) within a local metropolitan area


- Expensive and slow (circuits could easily be delayed by months or years)


Sometimes still happens, but only if a small number of connections and a single 
metropolitan area


- For example, if you just need IP Transit from your regional ISP



Carrier Hotels + Private Peerings
ISPs eventually agreed on specific buildings where 
ISPs, cloud providers, CDNs, and companies could 
peer with one another — known as carrier hotels


Originally, many locations were at the landing points of 
undersea cables. Locations have since increased


Typically owned by a third-party rather than a carrier


Carrier Hotels support Private Peerings — two ISPs 
directly connect their racks together (known as a 
"cross connect" or "XC")


Downside: You might have to have physical fiber 
connects with dozens of other people in the same data 
center. Router ports are expensive!

60 Hudson Street, New York City



Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) + Public Peering
Carrier Hotels provide shared interconnect 
(switching fabric) between ISPs


Allow ISPs to BGP peer with a large number 
of organizations through a single link


Peerings that use shared fabric ("public 
interconnect") known as a "Public Peering" 
 
You still have to negotiate the BGP peering 
with others on the exchange 


In the U.S., private peering more common. 
In Europe, public peering more common.



Many ISPs Will be Your Friend at an IXP

Most content providers will peer with 
you over public exchanges


So will cloud providers


Little downside for them not to if 
they're already on the exchange


Most ISPs (even Tier 1s) will sell you 
transit at an IXP (via private peering)



Multilateral Peering Exchanges
Typically, you'd establish peering relationships 
with others at an exchange


This can become cumbersome if there are a 
large number of players (could be 100s or 
1000s at a single IXP)


Route server allows those with open policies 
to all BGP peer with only a single entity to 
both advertise its routes and collect routes 
from others on the exchange


Known as Multilaterial Peering



PeeringDB is a free 
database of networks, 
IXPs, and facilities


https:/peeringdb.com/




Packet Clearing House — Where are U.S. IXPs?



Packet Clearing House — Europe



Packet Clearing House — Asia



Equinix — Largest Commercial IXP Provider



Equinix Internet Exchange San Jose (Bay Area)
Facilities: 
- Equinix SV1/SV5/SV10 - San Jose

- Equinix SV2 - Santa Clara

- Equinix SV3 - San Jose

- Equinix SV4 - Sunnyvale

- Equinix SV8 - Palo Alto


~210 (publicly listed) participants on San Jose 
Exchange. ~101 on Palo Alto Exchange. 


~500 organizations listed between those 5 
hotels (many more than on public exchange)



European Example: AMS-IX

Members 882[1]

Ports 1,438 [1]

Peers 1,316 [1]

Peak in 9.022 Tb/s[2]

Peak out 10.287 Tb/s[2]

Daily in (avg.) 6.42[8] Tb/s[2]

Daily out (avg.) 6.43[8] Tb/s[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Internet_Exchange#cite_note-connected2016-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Internet_Exchange#cite_note-connected2016-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Internet_Exchange#cite_note-connected2016-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Internet_Exchange#cite_note-technical-statistics-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Internet_Exchange#cite_note-technical-statistics-2
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Peering Disputes



What happens if Tier-1s De-Peer?

"Cogent has decided not to exchange traffic directly with TeliaSonera's 
AS 1299 or indirectly with AS 1299 through a third-party provider," 
Telia told its customers. "As a result, Cogent has partitioned the 
Internet and disrupted the flow of traffic between Cogent and 
TeliaSonera customers." 

Source: Anatomy of the Internet Peering Disputes



Flattening



Three Changes in the World: 

An increasing fraction of Internet traffic originates from a few CPs or CDNs (e.g., Google, YouTube, 
Akamai, Cloudflare). This shift is due to the large penetration of video streaming.


The major CDNs and CPs have expanded to almost every region of the developed world, so that 
they can be co-located with many ASes at Internet Exchange Points (IXPs).


IXPs have increased rapidly in number, making it easy and cheap for an AS to establish peering 
links with other ASes co-located at the same IXP.


The Internet is Flat: Modeling the Transition from a Transit  
Hierarchy to a Peering Mesh



Tier 1 Peerings Mattered Less



Comcast Level 3 Netflix

Settlement Free Peering Commercial Agreement

(L3 is Both ISP and CDN)

Down : Up > 5:1



Source: The Internet is Flat: Revisited 








